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This semi-annual report reflects the technical status of projects
conducted within the Advanced Ocean Engineering Laboratory at the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography. These projects are:
(1)
Stable Floating Platform - to conceive, design, build and demonstrate
the feasibility of large stable floating platforms in the open sea.
(2) Electromagnetic Roughness of the Ocean Surface - utürtration of
radio signals scattered from the sea surface to determine the directional spectrum of ocean waves.
(3) Advanced Studies in Nearshore
Engineering - field studies of the water-sediment interface under
wave action in and near the breaker zone/ and laboratory investigation
of the velocity field of breaking waves.
(4) Wave Breaking In Deep
Water - a projected two-year laboratory and field investigation of the
factors controlling the breaking of mixed-frequency wave systems in
deep water.
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Project Sununary

During the six months ending December 31, 1972 the SIO
Stable Floating Platform project has enjoyed significant
progress in 4 areas:
First, a report has been submitted separately in response
to comments (including questions and recommendations) by
tue Stable Floating Platform Advisory Committee convened
at IDA tn November 1971 and directed bv Mr. Alexander J.
Tachmindji. It provides a variety of information on
catamaran modules. Excerpts are contained in this report.
Second, a new concept was submitted in August. It features
a major module and satellite legs complex that can be
expanded to extremely large size, for example, an airfield.
An STO proposal has been approved and funded by ARPA to
investigate the new concept, including i/8th scale major
module and satellite leg construction and tests at sea.
Third, successful coupling and instrumentation sea tests
of the two l/8th scale catamaran modules were conducted at
sea in ouly and subsequently in September 1972.
Fourth, the instrumentation package, described in the
previous report has proved feasible. Affirmation ot the
total package with the computer interfaced is an objective
for the final l/8th scale catamaran module couplinq t*>sts
in January 1973.
11
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Advisory Committee Report

Reference A forwarded the Advisory Committee Report
to Mr. Alexander Tachmindji ot ARPA. Three of the eighteen
comments (9 specific and 9 general comments) could notbl
fully answered at the time of the report. Two pertaining
to slamming will be reported on in detail after final l/8th
?o?ie c^ainaran module coupling tests at sea in January
1J73. The other pertaining to use of lightweight concrete
will be reported in full after completion of ai. "in sea
water adsorption test program being performed by Naval
constru -tion and Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) at PorHueneme, California. Late completion ot the first phase
anS NC-L IT.* Ly.SmitJ-Emery Co. of Los Angeles, California
•na NCEL test equipment procurement problems precluded
meeting an original planned completion date of November 1972.
?'..££ fifteen Advisory Committee comments fully addressed,
a number were combined to avoid needless repetition in the
report. One- comment addresses the subject of force/motion
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pararaeters as a function of the number of modules before
finalizing design of linkage and modules. Actually, as
early as 1969 CIO efforts included parametric studies of
plaLforms extensive in size. During this six months, SIO
efforts included completion of the Seadrome analysis by
Consultant George Morgan (referred to in the last report)
who made a great deal of sense out of a mass of data.
Currently Consultant L. R. Glosten is conducting a parametric analysis of the new concept to determine optimum
platform weight, platform costs, leg structure, and
submerged coupling structure as functions of forces/moments
and leg spacing. Additionally, a local IBM 1130 Fortran
program and computer programs developed by Consultant George
Morgan are being examined for possible application.
Coupling (linkage) of modales was the subject of four
comments and will be discussed in detail in Section V below.
Comments on possible limitation of forty foot full scale
design clearances for major modules were considered by SIO.
Future decigns will have a 50 foot air gap (free board).
Also a prior consultant study initiated by SxO in 1969
examined storm/high wave occurrence in various areas of the
world. This would be an important consideration for planning
sustained operations in any given area.
Limited payload of the SFP catamaran design was discussed.
The parametric study being conducted by Consultant Glosten
should determine horizontal and vertical payload and other
parameters in terms of a large working platform.
A comment by the Advisory Committee notes that drilling
platforms obtain motion stability by increasing the virtual
mass of entrained water for each leg, a capability not
possible in a FLIP-type leg. Heave data for five platforms
examined by Consultant Morgan indicates that none has
stability comparable to F^IP (Figure 1). Additionally, in
a multistructure with cross ties between legs near the
bottom, there is significant opportunity to build deep cross
decking which could entrain water in a much more effective
manner than with a shallow draft structure.
Severa1 comments relative to use of concrete will be
appropriate only if a decision is made to use concrete in
future leg construction. These comments will be considered
if such a decision is made. The lightweight concrete water
absorption tests mentioned above were already underway when
steel was chosen as the structural material; therefore,
they were continued. The results should be of benefit to
general marine concrete technology regardless of whether
concrete is to be used in future SFP design and construction.
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In general, although the Committee comments were directed
towards the catamaran modules, most ar>_ equally applicable
to any Stable Floating Platform. SIO will continue to use
the valuable guidance provided by the Advisory Committee
whenever applicable to the current on-going program.
III.

New Concept

Reference B forv/arded a detailed study to ARPA which
described a new concept which supersedes the "catamaran
modules" concept. It responds to the change in policy
requirements expressed by ARPA in late calendar year 1971.
It will offer a more versatile and practical design in
terms of expansion from a single module to a large "airfield"
type platform.
The new concept can be directly generalized to large areas
and yet draws upon most of our previous analytical and
model work relating to platform motions and the forces
exerted by the sea. Basically the system utilizes a major
module, of the sort shown in Figure 2. This craft can
operate in either a horizontal or vertical mode and can
carry a deck load consisting of a number of FLIP-like
columns which would be the large platform supporting
These would be loaded on deck in port, and the
elements
entire rig (looking like a conventional large seagoing
barge with deckload) would oe towed to the assembly area.
Once on station the major module would flip, with its deck
load still attached and then, once in the vertical, would
release the individual columns to be pulled away one by one
by the tug into position for coupling. The several legs
(and the major module) would be coupled into a single rigid
structure (interconnected top and bottom) which would then
be mated to other similar subgroups to form the entire
platform, which could then be decked over to provide the
desired landing area. The major module could, alternatively,
be returned to port to bring back more satellite units, to
allow for optimizing the mix of columns and the major modules
in the final platform. One plausible jonfiguration would be
to carry five legs as a single load ar.d put these together
with their parent major module on a square grid with 200-ft
leg spacing and enough decK overhang to provide a 400 by
500-ft area. The 100-ft overhang on two opposite sides
would be feasible when additional modules were connected at
tha - point. One effective overall geometry would be a cross
configuration 6000-ft tip to tip (Figure 3) with each arm
500-ft wide made by assembling 29 of these subgrops. The
cross shape in these dimensions would provide for landing
and takeoff of C130-type aircraft with arbitrary orientation
of the platform relative to the wind.
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Reference C forwarded an SIO proposal to ARPA to define
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-i^ ^ implementation of the

Approved a preliminary design for the major
module.
Constructed a l/100th scale major module model.
Tested l/100th scale major module model in SIO
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Currently, the following actions are underway:
1.

Final builders plans and specifications for l/8th
scale major module construction are being completed.

2.

Final parametric analysis is being developed.

3

snh^TY le^strut design is being developed
subject to conclusions drawn from 2. above.
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IV.

Coupling
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On the male module, the upper ends are connected to
load c ells and tensionmeters for data recording and
trial read-out of cable tensions. To alleviate line
handli ng and retrieval problems, the cable on the male
module is made to form a contiruous looj (Figure 6) .
This a Hows the point of linkage between the cables
to be pulled from top to bottom or vice versa. The
module s can be then connected, disconnected and
connec ted again without having to flip to the horizontal
to re- rig any lines.
The linkage at full scale will be some 250 feet below
the water surface, where it. would be extremely difficult
to correct any malfunction. Therefore, latches or locks
were eliminated, and the entire system was made as
simple as possible.
In actual operation, the lower linkage performed
remarkably well with no operational difficulties. The
cable loads remained low until the hook-up was completed
with the cables post-tensioned to about 1000 pounds.
2.

Upper Linkage

In the original design, the upper linkage was a single
tie rod with ball joints at either end, to eliminate
the sixth degree of freedom. However, in the July sea
trials it was found that there was sufficient flexure
in the lower connection to allow relative side to side
motions at the top, as well as fore-aft motion. To
eliminate the sideways relative motion, the upper
linkage was changed to the two diagonal strut arrangement
The upper linkage, though successful, generated more
operational difficulties than the lower. This was due
to the much greater relative surge between modules at
the sirface. Inflated rubber bumpers were used to
absorb impact loads between supersturctures during
coupling. In retrospect, it is thought that this
probably created more difficulties by acting as a spring
which, when coupled with the flexible nylon tether line
used to pull the supersturctures together, sec up a
resonant motion between modules. A stiffer cushion and
steel instead of nylon lines will be used in the January
sea trials.
3.

General

The catamaran coupling design made the coupled modules
into a structurally redundant system, for which
it is difficult to translate theoretical nydrodynamic
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forces into strut loads for comparison of theoretical
and actual loads. However, it is easy to calculate
total imposed forces from the measured strut loads.
These results then can be compared to the theoretical
hydrodynamic loads. This will be reported in more
detail after analysis of January trials.
Catamaran coupling operationt to date have been limited
to mating of the two l/8th scale modules. In the new
concept and the programmed calendar 1973 objectives,
an 1/8th scale major module and two legs will be coupled.
The geometry and coupling distances will be determined
from the previously mentioned parametric analysis being
conducted. Not only will a primary on going objective
be to solve the problem of first mating a major module/
satellite leg platform complex, but also the complexities
of marrying small complexes together to form a large
(e.g., airfield) operational platform will be considered.
The stability both of the smaller platform and larger
complex aloo will be studied.
The extent uo which the problem can be investigated
encompassing the mating of individual stable platform
units to form a small r-jmplex, those to form larger
ones, will be determined by funding. Current anticipated
funding through calendar year 1973 will not permit more
than study of the problem.
The very successful coupling experience in July and
September 1972 together with anticipated additionax
experience in January 1973 will undoubtedly contribute
to resolution of major module/satellite leg coupling
design and implementation at sea. The results to date
clearly demonstrate that coupling is feasible even under
adverse sea conditions.

!

V.

Instrumentation

A partial instrumentation package consisting only of a wave
meter and the vertical channel of an accelerometer was tested
during July coupling tests at sea. In September a larger
package was utilized that was limited primarily by the
simultaneous recording capability of a seven channel magnetic
tape recorder and an eight channel paper strip recorder.
Instruments were mounted generally as shown in Figure 7.
Although cost, tims and design considerations injected some
limitations and problems, the feasibility of the instrument
package comparing force/motion/sea state data was confirmed.
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As the year (1972) ends, the PDP-8E computer system has been
interfaced into the instrumentation system. A two month
delay in delivery of the computer will limit the processing
capability for the final l/8th catamaran module tests in
early calendar year 1973 but a full data collection capability has been programmed. With a full 20 channel simultaneous
computer recording capability backed up by a 14 channel tape
recorder, the instrument package will give a versatility and
redundancy that will greatly enhance the real time force/
motion study capability. When full processing ability is
realized together with a capability to analyze immediately
after each recording run, the instrument package will enjoy
its full potential.
VI.

Future Plans

The following minimum objectives are planned for the first
half of calendar year 1973 (January to June inclusive):

VII.
A.
B.
C.

\

A.

Final instrumentation trials for the two 1/8th
scale catamaran modules.

B.

Full processing, analysis and evaluation of data
collected ir paragraph A above.

C.

Programming for processing/analysis capability
with PDP-8E system.

D.

Construction and testing of l/8th scale major
module.

E.

Finalization of design and construction of two
l/8th scale satellite legs and coupling members
to form a triangular platform with a major module.

F.

Testing and evaluation of l/100th scale major
module/satellite leg complex in SIO wave channel.

References
University of California, SIO AOEL Serial #684 of
December 18, 1972
University of California, SIO AOLL Serial #634 of
25 August 1972 (concept)
University of California, SIO AOLL Serial #654 of
5 October 1972 (enclosure is UCSD Request for
Lxtramural Support 15547 of 10/2/72)
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I.

Project Summary

The electromagnetic roughness studies are being conducted
jointly by two groups, one at Stanford and one at Scripps
Institution of Oceanography. The work uses HF radio waves
scattered from the ocean surface to measure the statistical
properties of this surface, particularly the ocean-wave
directional spectrum.
The six month period covered by this report was entirely
occupied with the planning and execution of two major field
ex^ riments.
The first experiment performed in September in Hawaii was
designed to: 1) measure part of the directional spectrum
of 7-10 s ocean waves in a homogeneous sea using a bistatic
geometry and 2) accurately compare the theoretical to the
observed radar cross-section of the sea surface.
The second experiment, at Wake Island in November, was
designed to measure the complete, 360° directional spectr-on
of seven-second ocean waves in a homogeneous sea using &
synthetic-aperture technique.
II.
A.

Technical Report
Introduction

The purpose of this contract, as stated in our proposal, is
to use radio waves Bragg scattered from the sea as a tool
to measure the statistical properties of the ocean surface.
In particular, we are evaluating techniques for measuring
the most important two-dimensional statistical property of
the ocean surface, the ocean-wave directional spectrum.
These techniques include situating the radar receiver and
transmitter in 1) a bistatic geometry and using the rangeDoppler spectrum of the scattered signal to determine the
wave directions; 2) a monostatic geometry which uses a
directional antenna to obtain the same information; and 3)
a monostatic geometry with a moving receiver, where the
motion of the receiver is used to synthesize a directional
antenna.
Our work to d?;e has been described in three previous semiannual reports, but can be briefly summarized. During the
first year of the contract, a portable, low-power LORAN A
receiver; an antenna for the receiver; and a pitch-and-roll
wave measuring buoy were designed and built. In September
of that year, existing LORAN A radio signals (ai, 1.85 MHz)
were received by the receiver in a bistatic-geometry experiment to measure the directional spectrum of a fully-
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developed homogeneous sea.
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Hawaiian Bistatic Experiment
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directional spectrum. We therefore decided to redo the
experiment with a number of important changes.
The second experiment was again performed in Hawaii, but
the radio receiver was located on land to eliminate Doppler
shifts in the received signal due to receiver motion. This
location meant that the expected symmetry of the ocean wave
spectrum about the mean wind direction would not coincide
with one of the axis of symmetry of the bistatic geometry
as it had in the first experiment; and, therefore, the
scattered radio signals had to be recorded with a steerable
directional antenna array. In addition, because the receiver
was on an island, the ocean-scattered radio signals conung
from certain directions were attenuated by mountains on the
island. The receiver site was carefully chosen so that this
shielding was an asset rather than a liability.
In the following paragraphs we will describe the work involved in designing the receiving antenna array, the selection
of the receiving site, the calibration of the experiment,
and the conduct of the experiment.
1)

Antenna Design

The interpretation of the bistatic geometry data involves
associating each point in the ocean-wave directional spectrum
with a point in the range-Doppler spectrum of the scattered
radio signals. Unfortunately, each point in this radio
spectrum comes from four different scattering areas symmetrically located about the receiver-transmitter baseline and
its bisector, so a receiving antenna with a beamwidth of
approximately 90° must be used to determine the relative
signal strength coming from each of these symmetric areas.
An antenna of the desired beamwidth was constructed from
four loop antennas. The phases of these elements were
switched to form a beam which looked sequentially in four
different directions (quadrants).
The four simultaneous sets of data received by each of the
four antenna beams was used to solve a set of four equations
to determine the scattered signal strength from each of the
bistatic scattering areas. An analysis of the errors in
the solution of this set of equations using simulated data
plus a small amount of noise indicated that 1) the signalto-noise ratio of the data is reduced by abcut 10 db; 2)
the error becomes smaller as the bistatic baseline is
increased;
3) the solution has a region of high error where
the set of equations becomes singular; but 4) this region
of high error occupies a small area in ocean-wave number
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?2noerno the antenna elements are oriented at approximately
120 -60° with respect to the bistatic baseline. The final
?igureai!0nfi9Urati0n USed in the -P--ent ii glv^n in '
2)

Site Selection

the^tenuation^f^H taken. ^ se^ct a suitable site where
tne attenuation of the received radio signals due to oronagaticn over land would simpKiy rather than complicate ?he
the.^^318* TWO ^0^aPh^ ^ales were considered in
the selection process.
The first concerned the selection
t0 the iSl
dS and the L0RAN
the ^n
H
r
transmitters oi them"
S! ^cond,concerned the siting of the antenna relative to

^i^riäSuvSyT111
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ocean wave number space. This is possible because ?he
bistatic geometry produces a one-to-one map from geographic
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g
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The site finally chosen for the receiving antenna was on
the north coast of Hawaii 30 km south of Hilo at Waiakahula.
a few hundred feet from the shore, and about 30 feet above
sea level. The baseline from the transmitter at Upolu on
the N.W. tip of Hawaii to the receiver was 135 km.
A map of the Hawaiian Islands showing the receiving site is
figure 2. A mapping of this site into the ocean-wave
directional spectrum space is figure 3. This latter figure
shows that the site has a clear view of waves coming from
20 west of north to 10» south of east, and a maximum amount
of attenuation for waves coming from the opposite direction.
3)

Calibration

One of the goals for the experiment was to accurately measure the radar cross-section of the sea. This required that
wo measure both the strength of the incident radio field in
the scattering region, and accurately calibrate the radar
receiver and antenna.
The relative LORAN A field strength as a function of position
^r^frOCean Was measured by a receiver on bo?rd the R/V
HOLOKAI. Field strength measurements were made every fifteen
11
Ship Went fr0^, its base in 0a
riüS^VÄI
?.
^
hu to Hilo and
back. The ship's tracks, given in figure 2, were chosen to

investigate the effects of shielding by a large mountain and
by the local topography at the Upolu Point LORAN station.
The outbound course was radially away from the LOrAN station
at Makahuena Point, Kauai and downrange of the moui tains on
'ThoV^/uV6';165 0f measurements on this track measured
the field behind a mountain as a function of range. The
series of zigzag tracks near Hawaii were chosen to investigate both the radial and azimuthal dependence of the field
around the Upolo Point transmitter. A long section of the
return track was the same as the outbound track so we could
estimate repeatability of the measurements.
The azimuthal dependence of the receiving antenna was calibrated by carrying a low-power radio beacon along an arc with
L^nnüV a ^l^ kilo,neters centered on the antenna. The
^d^a: rep^bl^ ^ ^ ^^ t0 the eXPeCted P*tte"
4)

Experimental Piocedure

The experiment was conducted from 13-22 September 1972. The
first three days were used to measure the LORAN field
strength in the scattering area and to calibrate the receiving array. m addition, the array was recalibrated on 18

»_

September. The scattered LORAN signals were recorded for
four days while the pitch-and-roll buoy was operating about
25 km offshore of Hilo in the region marked in figure 2.
Additional LORAN field strength moapurements were made on
the last two days.
The trade winds were blowing at a nearly constant speed and
direction during the period that dat» was collected. The
wind speed as measured by the ship, when the wave buoy was
deployed, was 4-6 m/sec from the east, but this value was
almost certainly influenced by the presence of the island.
Surface wind charts issued by the weather bureau in Honolulu
showed parallel isobars extending 1500 km to the East (upwind) and north of the islands, with winds of 7-10 m/sec in
this region. This isobar pattern remained essentially
unchanged from the 16th to the 21st of September, so the
wave field was expected to be in equilibrium with the wind
on days data was collected.
The scattered LORAN A radio data and the wave-buoy data,
together with the calibrations, will enable us to calculate
the absolute radar cross-section of the sea for 2 MHz radio
waves, and will provide bistatic measurements of a portion
of the oceAn-wave directional spectrum.
C.

Wake Island Synthetic Aperture Experiment

The synthetic aperture technique is one that uses motion of
a radar set to synthesize an antenna having a large aperture
and thus high angular resolution. This technique was used
in an experiment to measure the directional distribution of
ocean wave energy at a single frequency in the wave spectrum
of a homogeneous sea in equilibrium with a constant, homogeneous wind field. In the following paragraphs we will
describe the theory for the experiment, the equipment used
for the measurements, and the experiment at Wake Island.
1)

Theory

The simplest technique to measure the ocean-wave directional
spectrum, i(k,*), uses a transmitter and reciever at the
same location (monostatic geometry) ^jgffther with a very
directional antennr in the middle of an area 20-30 km on a
side where the ocean wave field ic homogeneous. Only backscattered signals from ocean waver travelling radially toward and away from the radar will be observed, and the
antenna is used to determine the strength of the scattered
signal as a function of azimuth * and thus the variation of
, with ♦. By changing the radar frequency, the radio wavenumber ki is changed, and the dependence of » on k is
obtained.
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Figure 3.

The Hawaiian bistatic geometry mapped onto ocean wavenumber space showing regions occupied by land, and
regions where the radio signal is shielded by topography
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Typical Uoppler spectrum of 1.85 MHz signals
backscattered from the sea near V.'ake Island.
Spectrum shows two clean lines due to Bragg
scattered signals at ± f0, plus sidebands due
to higher-order Flattering at 0 and -0.22 Hz.
Peak at -0.55 Hz is due to system noise.
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I.

Project Summary

Research during the past two contract years has been
directed towards understanding the mechanics of motion
over phase dependent roughness elements and the limits
to their application in controlling the transport of
sand. The mechanics of the process is based on the
differential vortex formation over the faces of
asymmetrical "ripple like" bottom roughness elements.
The differential vortex formation leads to differing
amounts of sand suspension on the respective faces
of the roughness elements and hence a preferred
direction of sand transport.
During the first half of this contract year, the broad
limits of applicability of this process were ascertained,
and then the reasons for these limits were investigated.
The studies showed that the roughness elements were most
effective for steepnesses of 0.15, where steepness is
defined as the height of the roughness elen.ent divided
by the wavelength of the roughne«». This is the F une
value of steepness for sand ripples found in nature.
For elements with steepnesses greater than 0.15 the
vortex over the steep side of the form was destroyed
and its ability to suspend sediment lessened. The
vortex breakdown leads to flow conditions where sediment
transport waa no longer in the required direction. These
studies were carried out in a laboratory wave channel,
using the flow vipia) nation techniques of dye injection
and hydrogen bubble formation along a fine wire. In ordeto Letter study the nature of the differential vortex
formation, vortices over symmetrical wave-generated
ripples were also studied, using the two flow visualization
techniques. Once the design criteria for the phase dependent
roughness elements were ascertained from the laboratory work,
prototype size elements were constructed and placed in the
nearshore zone to test the applicability of the method in
the marine environment. The results of these tests were
encouraging and showed that the method was indeed operational
on a sma?1 scale.
Efforts during the last half of this contract year have been
centered on developing a workable system to be used in a
large scale sediment transport control problem. In addition,
work has been carried out to understand the amount of wave
energy loss brought about by the generation of vortices
over symmetrical ripples.
II.

Present Research

In developing a workable field array of phase dependent
roughness elements, one of the principal problems has
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I.

Project Suiumary

This report summarizes the results of the second six months
of our projected two-year laboratory and field investigation
of the factors controlling the breaking of mixed-frequency
wave systems in deep water, such as occur under storm conditions in the open sea.
During this period, we have completed three sets of experiments in the 8« x 8« x 150' wave Uak, in which transient
series of periodic waves were squeezed laterally to the
breaking point in an 80' convergent section. Because the
wave generator was tape-controlled, each wave series could
be reproduced arbitrarily, so that consecutive measurements
of elevation, pressure, and the orthogonal components of
fluid velocity could be conducted at a number of stations
along the convergence, and also at a number
of depths
beneath the free surface at any station. All data were
digitally recorded and stored on magnetic tape for computer
processing. Most of these data have now been analyzed, and
some early results are included herein.
During the next six months, we anticipate continuing the
convergent-breaking experiments to fil] in some blank spots.
we will then remove the convergence and conduct similar
measurements among waves that are caused to break a? a
result of tape-controlled constructive interference, withand without-wind. Such coincident breaking is considered to
be a principal factor limiting sea state under storm
conditions.
II.
I.

Technical Report
Convergent Breaking

Before looking into coincident breaking of multiple-frequency
wave systems, it was thought necessary to understand the
breaking characteristics of purely periodic waves in deep
water, for which there exist some approximate solutions.
Subcritical periodic waves can be induced to break by squeezing them laterally in a convergent channel. Lateral convergence imposes certain experimental constraints:
introduction
of lateral oscillations limits experiments to wavelengths
longer than about 80% of the largest width of the convergence
n. Stewart s thesis); distributed reflectance must be considered i.i the wave energy buaget; and the convergence must be
again diverged to avoid a strong terminal impedance mismatch,
and consequent standing wave production within the convergence
After some pre1 binary modeling in our smaller wave channel,
the final convergent barrier in the 8' x 8' x 150' channel is
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shown in Fig. 1, together with the coordinate system to which
all measurements are referred. The distributed reflectance
was determined for each wave frequency by cross-correlating
simultaneous surface elevation records taken by quarterwavelength apart. It was found to increase from 1-2% to
6-8% between the generator and the breaking point, increasing
with frequency.
■
Because the first few waves in a periodic wave train initiated
trom rest are strongly dispersive, and because it was found
impossible to completely eliminate terminal reflections, we
-Fig. 2) resorted to truncated, amplitude-modulated wave
rrams, defined by variations of the relationship:
9n. ;
tanh (wt/N + 21)

(5

=

cos wt

N
N
N

=
=
=

14 for .5 Hz
30 for .73 Hz
24 for .66 Hz

Which were computer-generated, and recorded on FM tape for
recurrent playback. Fig. 2 is a computer printout of the
generator displacement traces, indicating the nature of the
input functions for frequencies of 0.50, 0.66, and 0.73 Hz.
Fig. 3 shows a typical data record sample at .73 Hz.
Although digital data were recorded at the rate of 100/sec/
SS^^'^fi1 Waru 0f a se<Iuence' analysis was concentrate on the 5th or 6th crest. By this time the waves have
reached peak amplitude, but the earliest terminal reflections
have not yet returned to the breaking point. The breaking
!£ -MS! e P0!ltioned' within limits, along the convergence
by slight amplifier gain adjustments.
2.

Data and Procedures (see Ref. 1 for instrument description)

nfCLttla rU2 consts*,ed°f- the generation of a transient train
of waves as described above, during which the followinq
variables were recorded at 0.01 sec intervals for 10.24 seca)
b)
c)

surface elevation at two cross-channel and two
long-channel positions;
forward and vertical components of fluid velocity
at depth Z in mid-channel;
subsurface pressure at lower end of reference wave
staff, and on bottom near wave generator.
The
latter sensor is fixed, and indicates whether
consecutive runs are identical.

After each run, the elevation of the velocity probes was
r
SOr Cart r0lled t0 a new
aa tot^'o?
nation.
All told,
total of ,97n
^270 rf
data runs were completed, roughly
divided
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among three wave frequencies, ^9 elevations, and 10 stations.
These data are sufficient to permit consistent reconstruction
of the vector velocity and acceleration fields within individual waves at all stages of growth up to the point of intense
breaking. The rapid response {>10 kHz) of the hot-film
velocity probes also make possible future increases in the
data sampling rate as high as 1000/sec, such that very rapid
cnanges can be defined. Fig, 3 is a revised analogue record
for a typical data sequence.
3.

Preliminary Results
a)

Wave profiles; Figs. 4a, b & c show consecutive
time histories of surface elevation, as a function
of distance from the wave generator, for our three
reference frequencies. The water depth was adjusted
at 0.66 and 0.73 Bl to give the same depth/wavelength
ratio. The depth at 0.50 Kz is the greatest possible
without altering the input amplitude. The latter
waves are not strictly deep-water, in the usual sense,
but were still found to approach limit breaking condiwaveS I" fUC:i the Saine manner as the higher frequency
In all cases, amplitude, wavelength, and phase
velocity increase smoothly toward the breaking point,
as indicated by the bottom profiles. All waves
remain fairly symmetrical until just before breakinq.
The breaking crest angj es and steepnesses were
r^6? S ?e fiarly close to the theoretical Stokes
and Michell limits of 120° and 0.143, respectively
\ K9X S k

j

bt
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b)

article velocities:
(Fig. 5) The maximum particle
velocities in the .73 Hz and .66 Hz waves approach
the inf mitesmal wave phase velocity (gT/2TT) . The
.5 Hz wave does not have such high velocities, however, and was probably measured too soon before
breaking. The highest velocities of the wave are
contained in a jet just under the crest of the wave.
This Det appears to grow rapidly just before breaking;
it is most prominent in the .66 Hz wave but also can
be seen in the .73 Hz wave.

c)

P^ticle accelerations:
(Fig. 6) Particle acceleraöfni exceed 1/2 g at breaking for both .73 Hz and
.66 Hz; accelerations were again much smaller in the
.5 Hz wave. The expected particle acceleration is
1/2 g from the theory for the limiting Stokes' wave
nrrurrll'i ^S highest ^served particle accelerations
occurred in the region of the velocity jet; in fact,

4S
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there appears to be an associated acceleration 'jet'
in both the .73 Hz and .66 Hz waves.

4.

d)

Phase velocities: Rough estimates at present of
phase velocity have been made only from the analogue
records. These generally exceed the theoretical
small-amplitude velocities by 10-20%. More accurate
phase velocities can be obtained from cross spectra
between two adjacent wave staffs, but have not yet
been calculated.

e)

Energy budget; We have not yet attempted to compute
energy. However, using the data we have now, it
will be possible to compare the kinetic energy of the
limitinn wave with its potential energy. A complete
analysis can also let us compare the real rate of
energy accretion with that expected due to lateral
convergence.

Preliminary Conclusions

Our present results are extremely encouraging. The velocity
measurements are the first ever completed in sufficient detail
to permit accelerative calculations anywhere within the flow
field. The fact that peak horizontal accelerations were
observed to substantially exceed gravity, and occurred somewhat below the surface, provides some insight into the oftenreported breaking jet. The fact that pre-breaking velocities
are reasonably in accord with those for limiting
Stokes' waves, gives some hope of applying basic theory to
coincident interactions between waves, as projected in later
experiments.
III.
1.

Future Plans
Laboratory Phase

Our experimental schedule is inescapably related to other
demands for the large wind-wave channel. We have requested
two months of channel time for 1973, the first in February,
and the latter in April-May. During the first ronth, we
shall continue working with convergent waves, at high data
rates, and also exploring the influence of wind a- d surface
tension. This program would have continued last Fall, except
for competitive programs. This unfortunately required that
we remove the convergent barrier—a task, requiring 16 man
days—and will probably require somewhat longer to reinstall.
Our late spring experiments will be directed toward breaking
due to coincident interactions between waves of different
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frequencies. It is probably optimistic to expect to complete
the latter experiments within one month of channel time, and
we anticipate the need for an additional month of experiments
during the summer.
We are making good progress in an entirely new anJ fertile
field, and are extremely encouraged by our results to date.
2,

Field Phase

We earlier anticipated ehe possibility of making some correlative field observations of velocity and elevation within
breaking waves from some suitable platform, such as R/P FLIP.
At present, this does not appear to be realistic within time*
and budget limits for calendar 1973. FLIP's schedule does
not put ier within a representative storm wave area within
the next year. While the desired observations could be made
from any of a number of drilling rigs in the North Sea, or
Alaska, we have neith .r funds nor adequate time to prepare
for an expedition of this magnitude. However, we will devote
the balance of experimental effort late this year to evaluating probe performance in sea water from the end of Scripps
Pier, and to preparing a suitable field experiment for completion m 1974.
IV.
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